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1. Summary
This document constitutes the first deliverable for Work Package 5
Communication, Exploitation and Dissemination. It is part of the integral
Communication, Exploitation and Dissemination strategy for CHAMELEONS
designed to communicate progress and outputs in a manner which transfers
across disciplines and sectors.
The main aim of this deliverable is to plan and list high-level scientific events for
partners and students joining the CHAMELEONS project. This, we anticipate,
will result in a powerful impact of the project in the field of education in the EU.
This deliverable lists events for both students and CHAMELEONS partners.
Events include, conferences, congresses, workshops, and webinars. Events
that do not fit into those categories are listed as, ‘Other’. These Events are
further divided by topic: entrepreneurship and business conferences,
educational conferences, and connected health conferences.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic many events that were planned for Spring,
Summer and Autumn 2020 have been cancelled or postponed, and many future
events are awaiting a final decision by the organisers as to whether they will be
cancelled, postponed or moved online.
The tables contained in this document will be updated for the students and
partners as new events are confirmed.
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2. Introduction
The Events deliverable is the first deliverable in Work Package 5,
Communication, Exploitation and Dissemination.
The focus of this deliverable is two-fold: 1) It provides a list of events for PhD
students to attend and learn skills which are not provided in their specific PhD
programmes, and 2) It lists events for CHAMELEONS partners to attend and
present the project results and advances.
Given the current global COVID-19 pandemic, many events are being cancelled
for this year, and due to uncertainties, many of next year’s events have yet to
be confirmed. This creates challenges in identifying suitable events. However,
the list will be updated as new events are identified and confirmed and this list
will be updated and disseminated to the project partners regularly through the
CHAMELEONS digital repository. The partners can then share the events with
the students within their network.
This deliverable is structured in the following way: Events for the students which
are further divided into: conferences, congresses, workshops, webinars, others
and the events for the CHAMELEONS partners.
A preliminary list of events has been identified for both project partners and
students to attend. These events can be seen as learning experiences and an
opportunity for partners within CHAMELONS to present the project and its
results. The tables contained in this document will be updated as new events
are confirmed.
The advances and results of CHAMELEONS will be presented at EU Events,
International Trade Fairs and opportunities relating to doctoral education. The
partners are involved in deciding which events they will attend and preparing
the relevant presentations.
The students within the CHAMELEONS network will be encouraged to attend
the events as part of their doctoral training.

3. Events for Students
The CHAMELEONS project aims to empower PhD students with fundamental,
advanced and transversal skills to enable them to communicate across multiple
disciplines and sectors thereby having a real societal impact .
Therefore, students need to attend different types of events (conferences,
congresses, workshops, etc.) in the following thematic areas: connected health,
business, industry, education research and entrepreneurship.
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Attending these events will contribute to addressing the key business,
innovation, research, entrepreneurship and emotional skills required by today’s
PhD and Postdoctoral graduates, to meet the demands of a more knowledge
and skill-intensive job and labour market.
3.2 Conferences
In this section a list of online and in person educational conferences are
presented (Tables 1-4). These conferences present opportunities where
CHAMELEONS students can develop an understanding of the latest digital
education trends. This will enable them to address the challenges of the digital
education era. This will also enable them to be able discuss, share experiences
and research outcomes in international, interdisciplinary and intersectoral
environments.
The field of healthcare is rapidly advancing, citizens are increasingly taking
responsibility for their own health through technological devices. Students
participation in these Connected Health conferences will allow them to learn
about the latest developments and to better understand the current and future
healthcare needs.
Finally, the students will be offered the opportunity of attending conferences
related to entrepreneurship and business. These will promote their business
skills, knowledge and entrepreneurial learning, and will offer them an
opportunity to network with other students, researchers and practitioners in the
field.
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Table 1 International Educational Conferences

Event

Date

Place

The 10th
International
Conference on
Education,
Research and
Innovation
(ICERI 2020)

September 1517, 2020

Busan, South
Korea

DigiEduHack:
let’s act together
for the future of
education in the
digital age!

November 1213, 2020

Berlin, Germany

About

Link

ICERI 2020 which
aims to bring
together
researchers,
scientists,
engineers, and
scholar students
to exchange and
share their
experiences, new
ideas, and
research results
about all aspects
of Education,
Research and
Innovation, and
discuss the
practical
challenges
encountered and
the solutions
adopted.
24-hour contest
brings teams from
Europe and
beyond to solve
educational
challenges in the
digital age. During
the Hackathon,
more than 50
teams will have
the opportunity to
brainstorm,
discuss, invent
and come up with
solutions to
specific
challenges
related to the
three priorities of
the Digital
Education Action
Plan: Making
better use of
digital technology
for teaching and
learning
Developing digital
competences and
skills Improving
education through
better data
analysis and
foresight.

http://www.icer
i.org/

https://ec.euro
pa.eu/educatio
n/events/digied
uhack-acttogetherfutureeducationdigital-age_en
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15th
International
Conference on
Educational and
Information
Technology

February 8-9,
2021

Amsterdam, the
Netherlands

2nd World
Conference on
Teaching and
Education

February 19-21,
2021

Vienna, Austria

International
Conference on
Advances in
Educational
Sciences

April 15-16,
2021

Lisbon, Portugal

The International
Research
Conference is a
federated
organization
dedicated to
bringing together
a significant
number of diverse
scholarly events
for presentation
within the
conference
program. Events
will run over a
span of time
during the
conference
depending on the
number and
length of the
presentations.
With its high
quality, it provides
an exceptional
value for
students,
academics and
industry
researchers.
This event
gathers hundreds
of members of the
academia,
scientists,
researchers,
scholars, nonprofit members,
and government
agencies’
representatives. It
allows for the
updating of the
most crucial
developments in
the field of
education,
teaching, and
learning.
This conference
provides a
premier
interdisciplinary
platform for
researchers,
practitioners and
educators to
present and
discuss the most
recent

https://waset.o
rg/educationalandinformationtechnologyconference-infebruary-2021in-amsterdam

https://www.wo
rldcte.org/#

https://waset.o
rg/advancesin-educationalsciencesconference-inapril-2021-inlisbon
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CSEDU 2021,
the International
Conference on
Computer
Supported
Education

April 23-25,
2021

Prague, Czech
Republic

International
Conference on
Educational
Leadership

May 17-18,
2021

Sydney,
Australia

innovations,
trends, and
concerns as well
as practical
challenges
encountered, and
solutions adopted
in the fields of
Advances in
Educational
Sciences
CSEDU 2021, the
International
Conference on
Computer
Supported
Education, is a
yearly meeting
place for
presenting and
discussing new
educational tools,
environments,
best practices,
case studies on
innovative
technology-based
learning
strategies, and
institutional
policies on
computer
supported
education,
including open
and distance
learning .
International
Conference on
Educational
Leadership aims
to bring together
leading academic
scientists,
researchers and
research scholars
to exchange and
share their
experiences and
research results
on all aspects of
Educational
Leadership.

http://www.cse
du.org/

https://waset.o
rg/educationalleadershipconference-inmay-2021-insydney
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International
Conference on
Advanced
Learning
Technologies

Paris, France

July 19-20, 2021

International
Conference on
Advanced
Learning
Technologies
aims to bring
together leading
academic
scientists,
researchers and
research scholars
to exchange and
share their
experiences and
research results
on all aspects of
Advanced
Learning
Technologies. It
also provides a
premier
interdisciplinary
platform for
researchers,
practitioners and
educators to
present and
discuss the most
recent
innovations,
trends, and
concerns as well
as practical
challenges
encountered, and
solutions adopted
in the fields of
Advanced
Learning
Technologies

https://waset.o
rg/advancedlearningtechnologiesconference-injuly-2021-inparis

About

Link

3rd International
Conference on
e-Health and
health care
Innovations is
principally
congregation of
digital health
professionals,

https://ehealth.h
ealthconference
s.org/

Table 2 eHealth Conferences

Event
3rd International
Conference on
e-Health and
Alternative
Healthcare
Innovations

Date
October 12-13,
2020

Place
Online

"https://cordis.eu
ropa.eu/event/id
/147784-rematresearchmanagement-
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Wearable
Injectors and
Connected
Devices
Conference
2020

October 7–8,
2020

@chameleons_eu

London, UK

providing
excellent
learning and a
chance to
network with
organizations
and other
people that
worth quality
health info
moreover as
effective
integrated
system
solutions.
SMi's 2nd
annual
Wearable
Injectors and
Connected
Devices
conference will
explore the
latest digital
applications for
on-body devices
through industry
case studies
and
perspectives,
advances in
device design
for large volume
delivery,
drug/device
compatibility for
wearable
injectors and
real-world
examples, from
industry thought
leaders on a
patient-centric
approach.
Furthermore,
the key
regulatory
considerations
and guidance of
the field will be
presented by
regulatory,
notified body
and industry
experts, for a
comprehensive

training-forearly-stageresearchers-on24th-25thseptember2020-in"

https://www.digit
alhealthnews.eu
/events/6174wearableinjectors-andconnecteddevicesconference2020
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outlook of this
exciting and
ever-growing
field.

Connected
Health Summit

September 1-3,
2020

Online

Out of an
abundance of
caution and
concern for our
attendees,
sponsors, and
employees,
Parks
Associates is
moving the
Connected
Health Summit
experience
online. The
virtual
conference will
feature multiple
research
presentations
and interactive
sessions,
focused on the
key topics in the
connected
health space,
with special
networking
events where
this online
community of
industry leaders
can connect,
share insights,
and discuss the
future of these
markets.

http://www.parks
associates.com/
events/connecte
d-health
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HIMSS & Health
2.0 European
Conference
2020

September 7,
2020

Helsinki, Finland

Parenteral Drug
Association
(PDA) Virtual
Conference

September 8-9,
2020

Online

Future of Health
Summit

October 19-20,
2020

Bratislava,
Slovakia

The conference
will welcome
over 3,000
healthcare
leaders and
more than 200
speakers from
the entire
ecosystem
under the same
roof, gathering
the best of both
worlds: the
HIMSS
expertise and
thought
leadership and
the Health 2.0
network of
entrepreneurs
and investors.
Digital products
development
and
commercializati
on.

https://www.busi
nessfinland.fi/en
/campaignsites/himss2020
/

In an era of
frequent
industry
disruption, we
bring together
senior leaders
across
healthcare
providers,
pharma &
biotech, tech
companies,
investors,
policymakers,
academia,
research &
innovation
centres to tackle
the toughest
challenges &
opportunities of
the health
ecosystem.

https://whysum
mits.com/futureof-healthsummit/

https://www.pda.
org/globaleventcalendar/eventdetail/medicaldevices-andconnectedhealthcare
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12th annual
Connected
Health
Conference

Not yet provided

TBD, United
States

International
Conference on
Telemedicine
and Digital
Health

22-23
September,
2020

Singapore

The Connected
Health
Conference is
the largest and
most diverse
gathering of
public sector
and health and
technology
industry leaders
working at the
intersection of
innovative
product and
service
development,
research,
business and
policy
throughout the
world. Building
‘thought
leadership’
across the
ecosystem. This
year's
Conference
focuses on an
increasingly
consumercentred,
technologyenabled and
collaborative
approach to
improving
health.
The theme of
the conference
is “Using health
data for better
integrated care”,
which will bring
together
researchers and
medical IT
professionals
from more than
40 countries.

http://www.pcha
conference.org/
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Digital
Healthcare
Show

London, UK

April 27-28,
2021

The Digital
Healthcare
Show
represents two
game-changing
days of
exceptional
education, mythbusting,
inspirational
collaborative
case studies
and digital
health insight
from around the
UK and beyond.

https://www.digit
alhealthcaresho
w.com/

Table 3 Entrepreneurship and Business Conferences

Event
International
Conference on
Business,
Economics,
Financial
Sciences and
Management

Date
August 4-5,
2020

Place
Online

About

Link

International
Conference on
Business,
Economics,
Financial Sciences
and Management
aims to bring
together leading
academic
scientists,
researchers and
research scholars
to exchange and
share their
experiences and
research results on
all aspects of
Business,
Economics,
Financial Sciences
and Management.
It also provides a
premier
interdisciplinary
platform for
researchers,
practitioners and
educators to
present and
discuss the most
recent innovations,
trends, and
concerns as well as
practical challenges
encountered, and
solutions adopted
in the fields of
Business,

https://waset.
org/business
-economicsfinancialsciencesandmanagement
-conferencein-august2020-inmontreal
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Economics,
Financial Sciences
and Management.

18th RSEP
International
Economics,
Finance &
Business
Conference.

August 26-27,
2020

Istanbul, Turkey

3rd
Entrepreneurshi
p and Family
Enterprise
Research
Conference
(EFERIC2020)

November 1920, 2020

Online

EFERIC is an
international forum
where researchers,
scientists, scholars
and students can
share their
experiences, ideas
and research
results about all
aspects related to
Entrepreneurship
and Family
Business, discuss
practical challenges
encountered and
their possible
solutions.

https://rsepc
onferences.c
om/pastconferences/
samplepage/aboutus/
https://eferic.
com/welcom
e

3.3 Congresses
Students joining CHAMELEONS could attend the 5th World Physiotherapy
Europe region 2020 Congress. This is an educational event with a twenty-year
history. They could meet and network with physiotherapy professionals from
across Europe enabling educational exchange.
They could also attend the Global Entrepreneurship Congress, which would
enable them to learn and leverage different successful entrepreneurial
experiences.
Table 4 Educational Congresses

Event

Date

Place

About

Link
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World
Physiotherapy
Europe region
2020 congress

Hamburg,
Germany

September 1112, 2020

The theme of
the event is
physiotherapy
education. It has
three main
tracks: Diversity
and Inclusion in
Learning,
Practice
Education and
Science in
Physiotherapy.

https://cordis.eur
opa.eu/event/id/
147784-rematresearchmanagementtraining-forearly-stageresearchers-on24th-25thseptember2020-in
https://kuleuven
congres.be/erwcpt2020/home

Table 5 Entrepreneurship Congresses

Event
Global
Entrepreneurship
Congress

Date
Not yet
announced

Place
Not yet
announced

About
The Global
Entrepreneurshi
p Congress is a
gathering of
start-up
champions from
around the
world—where
entrepreneurs,
investors,
researchers,
thought leaders
and
policymakers
work together to
help bring ideas
to life, drive
economic
growth and
expand human
welfare.

Link
https://www.gen
global.org/gec/a
bout-gec

3.4 Workshops
The ReMaT - Research Management Training for Early-Stage Researchers
Workshop (Table 6), would allow students to exchange experiences with earlystage researchers in engineering and natural sciences, while becoming familiar
with the knowledge and skills needed to develop and manage projects and
ventures.
Table 6 Workshops

Event

Date

Place

About

Link
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ReMaT Research
Management
Training for
Early-Stage
Researchers

Hamburg,
Germany

September 2425, 2020

The workshop is
designed for
early-stage
researchers in
engineering and
natural
sciences, and
provides insight
into exploitation
of knowledge
and
entrepreneurshi
p, acquisition of
grants,
intellectual
property rights
and the
management of
interdisciplinary
projects.

https://cordis.eur
opa.eu/event/id/
147784-rematresearchmanagementtraining-forearly-stageresearchers-on24th-25thseptember2020-in

3.5 Webinars
Webinars are perfect events to join and learn new skills from home – no
travelling required, no need to book hotels. Students joining CHAMELEONS are
encouraged to take the opportunity that webinars can offer.
Table 7 Webinars

Event

Date

Place

Webinar: Health
Tuesday: What
can virtual,
augmented and
mixed reality
technologies
offer for
healthcare?

September 1,
2020

Online

Webinar:
Horizon Europe
– State of Play

September 4,
2020

Online

About

Link

Many industry
experts argue
that virtual,
augmented and
mixed reality
solutions will be
the next “killer
apps” in
healthcare,
especially with
the adoption of
5G
technologies.
But what are
these solutions
in real life and
what is the state
of the art?
The next EU
Research and
Innovation
Framework
Programme
Horizon Europe

https://www.busi
nessfinland.fi/en
/whatsnew/events/202
0/healthtuesday-whatcan-virtualaugmented-andmixed-realitytechnologiesoffer-forhealthcare/

https://www.busi
nessfinland.fi/en
/whatsnew/events/hori
sontti2020/2020/webi
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Webinar:
Technology
Transfer

Webinar: IP
commercialisation
and Licensing

Webinar: IP in
EU funded
projects /
Horizon 2020

@chameleons_eu

September 23,
2020

Online

October 7, 2020

Online

October 14,
2020

Online

2021-2027,
succeeding
Horizon 2020, is
approaching.
You are
welcome to join
the webinar and
discuss the
latest plans and
news with the
presenters.
This webinar,
organized by
European IP
Helpdesk, will
make you
familiar with key
questions and
aspects related
to technology
transfer.
Participating in
the webinar
requires general
knowledge of
intellectual
property.
The webinar,
organized by
European IP
Helpdesk, will
provide an
overview of key
aspects in the
field of
intellectual
property
licensing,
including
negotiation tips
and legal traps.

nar_horizon_eur
ope_state_of_pl
ay/

This webinar,
organized by
European IP
Helpdesk, aims
to give you a
basic
understanding
of how to
properly deal
with intellectual
property issues
and learn about
common pitfalls

https://iprhelpde
sk.eu/event/web
inar-ip-eufundedprojectshorizon2020-0

https://iprhelpde
sk.eu/event/web
inar-technologytransfer-0

https://iprhelpde
sk.eu/event/web
inar-ipcommercialisati
on-andlicensing-0
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and IP
challenges in
EU-funded
research and
innovation
initiatives
(FP7/Horizon
2020).

3.6 Other events
There are many other interesting events which the CHAMELEONS students
can participate in which are interesting, will increase their knowledge and skills,
or maybe just give them an opportunity to experience/learn something different.
Table 8 Other Events

Place

About

Link

European
Research and
Innovation Days
is the European
Commission’s
annual flagship
event, bringing
together
policymakers,
researchers,
entrepreneurs
and citizens to
debate and
shape the future
of research and
innovation in
Europe and
beyond.

https://ec.europ
a.eu/info/resear
ch-andinnovation/event
s/upcomingevents/europea
n-research-andinnovationdays_en

Event

Date

European
Research and
Innovation Days

September 22 –
24, 2020

EPALE –
Electronic
Platform for
Adult Learning
in Europe

ongoing

Event Calendar
https://epale.ec.
europa.eu/en/ev
ent-calendar

European
Commission CORDIS

ongoing

News and
Events
https://cordis.eur
opa.eu/news/en

Online
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Summer
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Europe
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ongoing

Search Courses
https://www.sum
merschoolsineur
ope.eu/search

4. Events for Partners
Partners will attend different types of events, in diverse thematic areas like
those listed below. They will attend in order to disseminate the progress and
results of the project. Decisions regarding attendance will be dependent upon
the objectives of the project and the target audience. Some of the following
events were identified preliminarily in the project proposal.
4.1 Conferences
These international conferences would offer partners an opportunity to present
the project to stakeholders in academia, government agencies and policy
development across the EU. These conferences would present an opportunity
discuss the latest and innovative developments in the field of education.
Table 9 Educational Conferences

Event
CSEDU 2021,
the International
Conference on
Computer
Supported
Education

Date
April 23-25,
2021

Place
Prague, Czech
Republic

About

Link

CSEDU 2021,
the International
Conference on
Computer
Supported
Education, is a
yearly meeting
place for
presenting and
discussing new
educational
tools and
environments,
best practices
and case
studies on
innovative
technologybased learning
strategies, and
institutional
policies on
computer
supported
education

http://www.csed
u.org/
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2nd World
Conference on
Teaching and
Education

February 19-21,
2021

Vienna, Austria

International
Conference on
Higher
Education
Advances

2021 and 2022
(not yet
provided)

-

33rd Annual
EAIE European
Association for
International
Education
Conference and
Exhibition

September 13–
16, 2022

Barcelona Spain

including open
and distance
education.
This event
gathers
hundreds of
members of
academia,
scientists,
researchers,
scholars, nonprofit members,
and government
agencies’
representatives.
It allows for
updates about
the most crucial
developments in
the field of
education,
teaching, and
learning.
This conference
is an excellent
forum for
researchers and
practitioners to
exchange ideas,
experiences,
opinions and
research results
relating to the
preparation of
students,
teaching/learnin
g methodologies
and the
organization of
educational
systems.
The Annual
EAIE
Conference is
Europe's largest
and most
comprehensive
higher education
event, gathering
more than 6000
professionals
from all over the
globe.

https://www.worl
dcte.org/#

http://headconf.
org/

https://www.eaie
.org/barcelona.h
tml
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Vitae
Researcher
Development
International
Conference

September 1417, 2020

Online

Vitae
Researcher
Development
International
Conference

2021 (not yet
provided)

Birmingham, UK

The Vitae
Connections
Week 2020
(#VitaeCon2020
) is a collection
of live and on
demand
opportunities for
knowledge and
practice sharing,
networking and
discussion
among those
with an interest
in researcher
development
globally. It will
be an
opportunity to
celebrate the
successes of a
rapid transition
to remote
delivery of
researcher
development, as
well as an
opportunity to
learn from
peers, test out
new platforms
for online
engagement,
and consider the
long-term
implications of
COVID-19 for
the future of
researcher
development
and research
culture.
As above

https://www.vita
e.ac.uk/events/V
itaeconnectionsweek-2020

https://www.vita
e.ac.uk/events/v
itae-researcherdevelopmentinternationalconference2020

5. Conclusions
The participation of partners in high-level scientific conferences in the education
field and at other important events organised by stakeholders and policy
makers, will enable this project to have high visibility in Europe and beyond. It
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will attract and engage the interest of the sector's leading stakeholders.
Furthermore, it will contribute to building and consolidating the identity of the
project.
On the other hand, the participation of students at events in EU across various
disciplines, will allow them to acquire new knowledge and skills, be informed
about the latest trends and developments, as well as network other students,
researchers, practitioners and academics worldwide.
The dissemination of the project through attendance at key events, in
combination with disseminating on the official website, social media and through
other channels, will allow us to deploy an integrated Communication and
Dissemination Strategy for CHAMELEONS which will ensure the project has a
high impact across a variety of stakeholders.
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